AngusMobile has been created by the American Angus Association and is designed for anyone with an
interest in Angus Cattle. Features include: Angus members have access to their AAA Login herd data
and the ability to enter calving book records from the field, Flexibility to tailor the app for your needs
for your most used functions with a Configuration option. Simply drag and drop your favorite icons to
the toolbar, Search for any registered Angus animal or Angus member.
ARMtech Application is designed for use by both agents and policyholders of ARMtech Insurance
Services, Inc. With the application, you may quote available insurance products, open claims, view
actuarial changes, reference Special Provisions of Insurance, track commodity prices, and even stay on
top of current Insurance News and Agricultural Headlines. ARMtech provides secure logins for
account holders, which allows insureds to view their personal policy information and allow agents to
view their entire customer database.
Baker Hughes Rig Counts. From Baker Hughes Incorporated, This is an interactive map application of
Baker Hughes' US rotary rig counts. The Baker Hughes Rig Counts are an important business
barometer for the drilling industry and its suppliers. The active rig count acts as a leading indicator of
demand for products used in drilling, completing, producing and processing hydrocarbons. The US rig
count is released weekly at noon central time on the last day of the work week.
Cash Grain Bids See what your local grain elevators are paying. With AgWeb's Cash Grain Bids app,
simply input your ZIP code to find out cash bids and base levels in your area. Get bids from not one,
but five elevators closest to you. This tool is independently contracted by Farm Journal Media and
brought to you by Bayer.
Farm Futures. The power of Farm Futures magazine in an app! This enhanced mobile presentation of
the leading management oriented farm magazine features enhanced user-customized markets,
market commentary, news and audio updated every business day.

Search Fastline Publication's entire listings database from your mobile device. Find agricultural,
trucking,
construction equipment quickly. Get equipment values, find dealers, and see current commodity
prices.
iHerd From iApps Pty Ltd, provides the user with lifetime traceability of the herd such as treatments
and location movements and is a more simplistic approach than other tiresome software which
requires information to be recorded in the paddock and then entered manually into the computer.

Gavilon app gives up-to-date weather, cash bids, news and market information.

With the iRanch App, you can individually purchase a series of interactive ranch calculators (stocking
rate, fed hay predictions, embryo calf breakevens, calf crop breakevens, annual cow cost, cow
supplementation, and horse supplementation), which allow you to manipulate input values unique to
your ranch for custom output values

JDLink™ is John Deere's telematics system designed for customers and managers who desire to take
their operation to the next level of productivity and efficiency without leaving the office! Using
JDLink™ information to optimize a machine is no different than pulling a soil sample to identify what
nutrients are needed to produce a high yield.

Herd – Animal and Livestock Management. From John JR Scott, helps you track your animals,
presenting them clearly and efficiently on your iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch. Information tracked by
Herd:
● Animal identifier (usually government mandated),
● Name (your personal identifier),
● Sex
agExchange Stay on top of market trends, and find the best price for your inventory all from your
mobile device. agExchange lets you review bids from local elevators on one screen, so you can
determine the best time and place to market your crops. Then, maintain your transaction records in
one convenient place. agExchange uses cloud synchronization to securely store your sales, futures and
options data for easy access between your tablet and smartphone.
agIndex Get all the markets, weather, news and exclusive agronomic advice, in one quick-to-read
dashboard. Newest push features agAhead yield trial results. Receive push notifications customized to
your location and crop portfolio to keep up with changes in commodity pricing and insect and weather
alerts. agIndex turns your smartphone or tablet into a complete agronomic information source, so you
can stay fully informed while in the field or on the road.
Weed Manager Plus Features a mobile version of the Crop PHD tool, this app delivers accurate weed
management recommendations for your region, a tank mixing tool and a measurement conversion
calculator for commercial farmers.

Dragon Dictation is an easy-to-use voice recognition application that allows you to easily speak and
instantly see your text or email messages. It’s up to five (5) times faster than typing on the keyboard.

Beef Cow BCS - Track and organize body condition scores for your beef cow herd. Snap a cow's photo,
compare to reference images, add an ear tag number, pasture name and save the score for future
comparison. Version 2.0.0 updates include: Delete records, Edit/Save Record as a Draft. This will give
the producer the ability to go back to score a photo, Calculate Mean/Average - Ability to calculate the
mean/average of a group or pasture by date range or specific date, Create Your Own Score Photos.
TractorHouse. By Sandhills Publishing, the most trusted name in information processing for the
construction, farming, trucking, aviation, and computer industries for over 30 years. Features:
- Select category
- Select manufacturer – scroll or search
- Select model or model group – scroll or search
Square Register Accept credit cards and run your business on the go and in store with Square
Register. Process Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express, pay just 2.75% per swipe, and
access your funds in 1-2 business days. No monthly fees, commitments, or surprises.

Aphid Speed Scout - Speed scouting is a different way to determine if soybean aphids have reached
the 250 aphids per plant threshold. It relies on the number of "infested" plants. Plants are considered
"infested" if there are 40 or more aphids on that sample. This helps you quickly determine — yes or
no — whether the plant has 40 aphids and would be considered “infested.” It then recommends
further scouting or treatment options based on the number of “infested” plants in a given area.

Commodity is a free mobile price watcher for oil, gold, gasoline, natural gas and other commodities.
Are you curious about the current price of oil? Want to see if gold can continue its record 5 year run?
Then this app is for you!

NutriAg Ltd. offers an app for farmers, growers and dealers to reference product compatibilities.

SellSmart will assist farmers in Ontario in selling their grains (corn, wheat and soy) in the commodity
market by providing the delayed futures price from CBOT (Chicago Board of Trade) and adjusted cash
prices for Ontario grain elevators. A user account is not required and this tool is available to all users.

Growers Edge users can also receive local market commentary and ag news, compare risk
management options and fully utilize the Profit Manager tool to establish profit goals, edit input costs,
record marketing transactions and track profit by crop and year.

FarmLogs makes it incredibly simple to always know what's happening on your farm. Start saving time
and money. Ditch the spreadsheets and paper records! FarmLogs Mobile lets you log activities from
right out in the field and lets you know when you are going to get rained on. With FarmLogs you can
log harvest loads from your mobile device.
QuickBooks Stay productive, organized, and connected to QuickBooks Online, the #1 cloud accounting
solution for small businesses! Try it FREE for 30 days, and enjoy full access to all features on the web,
plus the freedom to work anywhere from your smartphone or tablet.

Field Records Record and maintain pesticide applications, link to specific field locations using satellite
mapping, and keep other important crop production information with the Pesticide and Field Records
app. Use the convenient product search option to quickly identify Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) product registration numbers and restricted use products.
The Pesticide Recordkeeping App, or “PeRK”, is developed by the University of Nebraska-Extension
Pesticide Safety Education Program. PeRK provides an easy, step-by-step data entry process to enter
pesticide application data and meets all Nebraska recordkeeping laws for private and
commercial/noncommercial pesticide applicators. Location is found by GPS or manually entered.
Records are saved within the app and can be exported via email.

F-Track, is the complete on-the-go farm management app that lets multiple users record and access
all their farm information live, wherever they want. Through synchronization with an online server all
data entered is constantly updated and when out of range, data is stored locally and updated when
possible. This app can be utilized for individual farmers but farms with multiple users will see the real
benefit, with all managers and staff able to input data, keeping the most accurate farm book available.
John Deere Mobile Farm Manager enables instant on-the-go access to all your agronomic data. You
can view any map and any report from any year. View historical applications. Analyze historical
reports. Use your iPhone® or iPad® GPS to track your position within your fields. Generate grid zones
and perform soil sampling tasks and more! Download Mobile Farm Manager today to discover for
yourself how you can drive higher levels of productivity and efficiency in your operation.

The Cattleman+ the tablet edition of The Cattleman magazine, featuring content from TSCRA's print
magazine, plus real-time news updates, event information, resources and more.

The Cattleman Now features news, market reports, event information, TSCRA resources, classified
ads and more.

Revalor This application allows Cattle Feeders to determine the best re-implanting dates for feedlot
steers and heifers. It has all-around implant programs that provide the best performance and quality
grade results. It also allows for more aggressive implant programs with flexible terminal windows to
increase performance. Utilizing more aggressive programs may result in reduced quality grade results
unless the days-on-feed are increased.

Herd Health Manager is a tool for veterinarians to develop customized herd health protocols for
cow/calf producers. Includes templates and product details for 1) pre-breeding, 2) pregnancy check, 3)
birth, 4) branding, and 5) weaning, as well as veterinary certification of completion of the health
program.
PSU Dairy Cents is a mobile app offering two features – a quick calculation of income over feed costs
and price comparison of various forages, grains and commodities to the Penn State Feed Price List and
other users of the data base.

Cattle Max is a mobile-friendly web based app for keeping complete herd records. Welcome to the
new way farmers and ranchers are managing their cattle. Now you can enter cattle records at home,
at the ranch, and in the pastures. Record information as it happens instead of weeks later.

Climate helps optimize a farmer’s daily decision making by providing up-to-the-minute, field-level
weather, field workability, and crop growth stage information. Powered by the revolutionary Climate
Technology Platform™, Climate provides data-driven insights about your farm to support decisions
that save time and increase profits.

Farm At Hand - By harnessing the power of the Cloud your farm is no longer managed in notebooks,
calendars and on whiteboards, but instead in your smartphone; making information accessible when
you need it the most – saving you time and money. Keep your farm at your fingertips with Farm At
Hand and manage everything from seed to sale – fields, equipment, commodities and more!

ArcGIS is a great way to discover and use maps. Maps come to life in ArcGIS. Tap on the map or use
your current location and discover information about what you see. You can query the map, search
and find interesting information, measure distances and areas of interest and share maps with others.
Find community hosted maps from ArcGIS Online – ESRI’s online GIS. Alternatively you can use the
authoring tools on ArcGIS.com to create your own maps that can be used in ArcGIS.
Evernote is an easy-to-use, free app that helps you remember everything across all of the devices you
use. Stay organized, save your ideas and improve productivity. Evernote lets you take notes, capture
photos, create to-do lists, record voice reminders--and makes these notes completely searchable,
whether you are at home, at work, or on the go.
The Event Farm iPad/iPhone application is used for check-in and guest registration at events. The
application can be used in conjunction with the web-based Event Farm Ticketing and Guest
Registration System or can be used on its own for users that simply want to upload a guest list. The
application allows users to check-in guests, leave behind tickets for others, view notes about
individual guests (i.e. seating assignments, etc) as well as trigger "Arrival Alerts" that email and/or text
users when specific guest(s) have checked in.
Agro Lite allows Agronomists to create and email paddock/field inspection reports while on farm,
have it distributed there and then. Eliminating trips to the office to type up reports. Add your clients
details, chemical requirements, crops and pests. Once this is done they are all at your fingertips every
time you visit a farm to complete an inspection. Inspections are kept static, forming the basis of the
legally binding document, that is signed by both parties direct on the device.
Numbers is the most innovative spreadsheet app ever designed for a mobile device. Built from the
ground up for iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch, it lets you make compelling spreadsheets in minutes —
with tables, charts, photos, and graphics — using just your fingers.

Spray Lite. * Replaces the manual spray log * Records & Stores Spray sheets in one place
* Export data in CSV format * Stores Chemical details
* Stores all historical chemical applications * Filing Cabinet in the iPad
* Live feed of information from the operator as it happens

DEWALT® Mobile Pro™ is a full-featured calculator and reference tool designed especially for
construction pros. It comes with a construction and scientific calculator plus calculator templates for
area, length, and volume, as well as estimating studs, drywall, and concrete slabs. In addition to the
free capabilities, DEWALT Mobile Pro offers in app purchases for construction topics such as
carpentry, concrete, business math, finish materials, trim work, landscaping, site work, and more, all
developed with professionals in the field.

iCrop Trak. Track crop quality, estimated yield, pests, diseases, farm labor, material and equipment
use. Keep a record of any farm related variable (forms and measurements are completely
customizeable) through a map based visualization. The application uses a forms plus GIS approach.

Qrafter (Crafter) is a two-dimensional barcode scanner for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. Its main
purpose is to scan and parse the contents of QR Codes. It can also generate QR Codes when you
purchase the "Pro Pack".

Connected Farm Scout Change the way you use GPS for field mapping and scouting applications in
agriculture. Trimble’s Connected Farm™ scout app uses your smartphone or tablet for mapping field
boundaries, locate irrigation pivots, marking flags, and entering scouting information for points, lines,
and polygon areas. Scouting attributes include an extensive list of weeds, insects and diseases, and
allows you to log the severity of a problem, crop conditions, and more. Photos can be captured and
integrated with your scouting attributes.

MyTraps.com is a platform to help growers track pest populations and make better pesticide
application decisions. The MyTraps mobile app provides a way for growers to record pest data directly
from the field.

Keynote is the most powerful presentation app ever designed for a mobile device. Built from the
ground up for iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch, it makes creating a world-class presentation — complete
with animated charts and transitions — as simple as touching and tapping.

Pages is the most beautiful word processor you’ve ever seen on a mobile device. This powerful word
processor helps you create gorgeous reports, resumes, and documents in minutes. Pages has been
designed exclusively for the iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch with support for Multi-Touch gestures and
Smart Zoom.

Keynote Remote lets you control a Keynote presentation on your Mac, iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch
from another iPhone or iPod touch in the room. While you present, view your current slide and
presenter notes in portrait, or the current slide and next slide in landscape. Swipe forward to advance
and swipe back to return to the previous slide. Keynote Remote works with your Wi-Fi network, so
you can control your presentation from anywhere in the room. Keynote Remote can use Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth when connecting to your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch.

Dropbox lets you bring all your photos, docs, and videos anywhere and share them easily. Access any
file you save to your Dropbox from all your computers, iPhone, iPad and even the Dropbox website!

Google Drive is one safe place for all your stuff. Upload photos, videos, documents, and other files
that are important to you, then access what you need wherever you go, on any device. Get going with
up to 15GB of storage. Free.

Genius Scan turns your iPhone into a pocket scanner. It enables you to quickly scan documents on the
go and email the scans as JPEG or PDF.

Clinometer is the most precise (all you can get with some calculations) slope measurement tool for
the iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad using all sides of the device plus the camera. It can be used for simple
applications like aligning a frame as well as for more sophisticated fields of applications where an
arbitrary slope needs to be measured exactly.
QR Reader is the most simple & easy QR Reader - 100% FREE.
Now scans QR codes, barcodes, printed URLs and even creates PDF files with our NEW "Scan to PDF"
feature.

CalcMoolator PRO is an easy-to-use financial calculator application that saves you time and money.
CalcMoolator PRO HD contains over 35 calculators. We know that math is hard, that's why
CalcMoolator easy.

AgStudio MAP is a field boundary and soil sampling application designed to integrate directly with
MapShots AgStudio precision agronomy software.

FieldView Extend the functionality of your 20/20 SeedSense® monitor with FieldView™ from
Precision Planting. FieldView functions as a second display in your cab, so you can view real time, row
by row maps of your planter’s performance. Then, when planting is complete, simply remove the iPad
from your cab and have all of your 20/20 data with you at your fingertips – at home, the office, or as a
scouting tool in the field.

Google Earth Fly around the planet with a swipe of your finger with Google Earth for iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch. Explore distant lands or reacquaint yourself with your childhood home. Search for cities,
places, and businesses. Browse layers including roads, borders, places, photos and more. Visit the
Earth Gallery to find exciting maps such as real-time earthquakes, planes in flight, hiking trails, city
tours, and more. Integrated Google Maps Street View allows you to explore the world at street level.

MyTopo Maps Pro is a next-generation mapping and trip planning app to organize all your outdoor
and backroad adventures. If you love maps and the outdoors, this is the app for you. View more than
68,000 topo maps in US and Canada. Also, check out aerial, terrain, street and hybrid maps. Mark
points, find places and store all your trip info on the Trip Cloud, a wireless service that allows you to
access your trips on any device.
Google Maps
• Comprehensive, accurate maps in 200 countries
• Voice-guided GPS navigation for driving, biking, and walking
• Transit directions and maps for over 800 cities
• Live traffic and incident reports
• Detailed information on more than 100 million places
• Street View and indoor imagery for restaurants, museums, and more
Landscout 2 is a cloud-based app, built to analyze high-resolution imagery. Access your personal
archive of data for scouting and reporting while you work your field. Landscout 2 is also offlinecapable, meaning that once you look at a field's data, it's locally stored and viewable with no internet
connection! Don't have an account? Visit satshot.com and start scouting with Landscout!
Sirrus is the precision ag app that allows you to digitize field boundaries, create soil sampling schemes,
check current and historical weather conditions, and sync data with service providers. Current Sirrus
features give you the ability to:
•Digitize field boundaries directly onto high-resolution, geo-referenced imagery or drive boundaries
using GPS
•Digitize center-pivots with ease
•Create soil sampling schemes using grid, pre-defined management zones, or reference points from
previous soil samples
ScoutDoc is an easy to use field scouting app for farmers and professional crop agronomists. The app
allows users to open a GPS map, document field information, and save information collected when
scouting or inspecting field crops.

RevCo Scout™ is an intuitive mobile app for agricultural retailers, professional crop consultants and
farmers to identify, record, and report crop issues. Boasting one of the most robust libraries of issues
with 1,000’s of images and issue types, Scout allows users to identify weeds, insects, beneficials and
diseases for 300+ crops including specialty crops.

iPlanta. The calculator solves for the amount of pesticide, land, or plants based on the information
provided. The user chooses to input either US or metric units, but the end calculations are given in
both unit systems along with a timestamp and the ability to email the results with the touch of a
button.
SoilWeb for the iPhone is a GPS based, real-time access to USDA-NRCS soil survey data, formatted for
the iPhone. This application retrieves graphical summaries of soil types associated with the iPhone's
current geographic location, based on a user defined horizontal precision. Sketches of soil profiles are
linked to their official soil series description (OSD) page.
MarketJournal is a universal app that includes segment clips from the weekly show as well as end-ofday futures prices, Nebraska daily elevator prices, local weather, and news from various agricultural
sources. The iPhone version even allows you to ask a question from the experts by snapping a photo
in the field and sending it to the Market Journal experts.
Cool Cow is exclusive to Purina Animal Nutrition, this app provides dairy producers with a tool to help
manage the impact of heat stress. Contact your Purina representative to prepare your herd for the
heat stress season.
Break Even Be more knowledgeable when making livestock purchases and sales. This is a quick and
easy decision tool at your fingertips. With just a few bits of information about your livestock you can
know the minimum price that will put you in the black (profitable) and keep you out of the red. This
Livestock Break Even Application will calculate the breakeven price for many livestock species as well
as three different break even scenarios: Break even Purchase Price, Break even Cost of Gain, Break
even Selling Price. Necessary input information is retained for easy use.
Purina Sow is exclusive to Purina Animal Nutrition, this app provides swine producers with a tool to
help manage the impact of heat stress. Contact your Purina Animal Nutrition representative to
prepare your herd for the heat stress season.
Great Lakes Hybrids Seed Guide app for iPad contains everything you’ll need to make an informed
seed purchasing decision – and maximize your corn, soybean, and alfalfa yield potential. The tools and
information contained in one of the industry's first iPad apps will help ensure that you plant smart –
and yield more – with Great Lakes Hybrids.
FieldNET - Remotely manage your pivots, laterals, drip/micro-irrigation systems, and pumps with
FieldNET Mobile from FieldNET by Lindsay. FieldNET users can quickly monitor and control irrigation
equipment.

The Weather Channel. Looking for the most accurate weather information available? The Weather
Channel’s staff of 200+ meteorologists, along with our patented ultra-local TruPoint(sm) weather
technology, allow us to provide you with the weather tools you need to plan your day, week, or even
the next hour.

WeatherBug has new real-time enhanced pin-point forecasts for 2.6 Million Locations Worldwide –
The industry’s most accurate current, extended and hourly weather forecasts for your neighborhood
and beyond. With 25% more accurate forecasts for the next 24 hours.

The Weather Underground iPhone app provides the world's most accurate hyper-local weather
forecasts in addition to interactive radar, satellite maps and severe weather alerts. Powered by our
unique community of weather enthusiasts reporting live data from weather stations in their own
backyards, this crowd-sourced data generates forecasts targeted to your precise location.
Intellicast HD raises the bar for interactive real-time weather applications. Whether you’re checking
the forecast or tracking SEVERE storms, Intellicast HD is the only iPad weather app you need. Stunning
visualization of wind motion using state-of-the-art particle animation and computer modeling.
NOWrad HD Radar; the most timely HIGH-DEFINITION interactive radar for the North America that
also does real-time storm cell tracking and map based weather alerts. Future Radar using state of the
art TruPoint(sm) technology.
AccuWeather for iPad brings you the most accurate and personalized local weather details available.
This app delivers hourly and long-range forecasts, interactive Apple Maps, and pushed severe weather
alerts. Plus, the app lets you translate everything into multiple languages, choose from different
display themes, and share weather info through social media. Our users tell us it is “interactive and
user-friendly” and “one of the best apps out there.”
GoHarvest application gives combine operators the ability to optimize their machine as they enter the
harvest season. Operators choose the model of combine and type of crop. GoHarvest suggests initial
settings for that crop type. GoHarvest also features a notes section and photo functionality to give
combine operators a premium experience when setting their machine.
AGCO Parts Books To Go provides interactive parts catalogs which present exploded view drawings.
The drawings contain hotspots which are associated directly to part numbers for AGCO branded
models allowing you to quickly find AGCO Parts. The app also enables you to create a parts list that
you can easily e-mail.
Case IH My Shed provides engineering’s parts manuals, assembly diagrams, and part number lists for
YOUR machines. Quickly find Genuine Case IH parts to create a parts list that you can easily send to
your favorite dealer. Make quick maintenance decisions in the field with the new features and tools
on My Shed 2.1.

News Apps
Flipboard creates a personalized magazine out of everything being shared with you. Flip through your
Facebook newsfeed, tweets from your Twitter timeline, photos from Instagram friends and much more.

Farm Progress. The app automatically directs you to the right local Farm Progress website, or you can
choose your favorite. The app offers access to American Agriculturist, California Farmer, Carolina-Virginia
Farmer, Dakota Farmer, Indiana Prairie Farmer, Kansas Farmer, Michigan Farmer, Mid-South Farmer,
Missouri Ruralist, Nebraska Farmer, Ohio Farmer, Prairie Farmer, Southern Farmer, The Farmer, The
Farmer-Stockman, Wallaces Farmer, Western Farmer-Stockman and Wisconsin Agriculturist.

DTN/The Progressive Farmer: Ag News— coverage on a broad range of topics including breaking
industry news, markets, crops, livestock, equipment, farm business, land management, ag policy, and
farm life. Market data — Detailed market data allows you to effectively track futures and stocks through
our state-of-the-art, multi-redundant ticker plants and quote servers.
Interactive charts — Link charts to market data for a single, seamless view of how the latest prices
correlate with current market trends. Drag your finger across the chart to see trends in market data.
Farm Futures Magazine the leading business magazine for agriculture, has led the way with top quality,
management focused content farmers have come to rely on every month. Now you can take the
information with you on your iPhone or iPad, and we're adding enhanced content, from video to slide
shows, and more that you can access.
Farm Futures magazine enhances mobile presentation of the leading management-oriented farm
magazine features enhanced user-customized markets, market commentary, news and audio updated
every business day.
Brownfield Ag News - Get news, weather, and market information from the nation's largest team of
farm broadcasters.

AgWeb - Get the latest agribusiness news and advice. Read ag management news, farm business blogs
and articles from one trusted source | AGWEB.com

Farm Progress allows users to keep up on local ag news, grain and livestock markets, enhanced weather
and blogs with the new Farm Progress app. The app automatically directs you to the right local Farm
Progress website, or you can choose your favorite.

CattleFax iPhone Application enable users to browse cattle prices, view dynamic charts, graphs and
industry data, examine our catalog of industry news and check detailed, local and national weather
forecasts. It also helps our users to follow the futures markets and get up to date information from the
single source of all information on the Beef Industry.

Beef Producer app gives you vital industry news and information to keep you current in this key business
sector.

Beef Market Central has near-real-time cattle market reports including beef supply and demand, daily
slaughter, daily drop, weekly production & slaughter, live weights, dressed weights, commitments of
traders, imports/exports, retail prices, slaughter by state, cattle on feed, cold storage, feed commodity
pricing, fuel prices, red meat production.

US Department of Agriculture (USDA) News Reader grabs the top stories from the USDA and delivers
them to your iPhone/iTouch.

Invasive Plants in Southern Forests. By Charles T. Bargeron, is a field guide for the Identification of
Invasive Plants. Invasions of nonnative plants into forests of the Southern United States continue to go
unchecked and only partially unmonitored. These infestations increasingly erode forest productivity,
hindering forest use and management activities, and degrading diversity and wildlife habitat.

Dairy Source has real-time market reports. Includes milk futures, spot cheese, corn, crude oil, soybean
prices. Industry news, weather, product details and tools to help you make sound business decisions for
your dairy.

New Holland Agriculture My Shed provides engineering's parts manuals, assembly diagrams, and part
number lists for YOUR machines. Quickly find Genuine New Holland parts to create a parts list that you
can easily send to your favorite dealer. Make quick maintenance decisions in the field with the new
features and tools on My Shed 2.1.
Leafsnap is the first in a series of electronic field guides being developed by researchers from Columbia
University, the University of Maryland, and the Smithsonian Institution. This free mobile app uses visual
recognition software to help identify tree species from photographs of their leaves.

GO TEXAN is here to help. The free GO TEXAN app for iPhone helps you discover restaurants, wineries,
farmers markets, pick-your-own farms, florists, nurseries, retailers and other businesses offering Texas
products and services. The app also gives you access to Texas recipes, events, coupons and more.

Agrian Mobile allows you to instantly find crop protection product information. Features include: • More
than 280 Participating Manufacturers, Instant Access to over 7,000 Crop Protection Products, Advanced
Search Options, View Labels & MSDS Documents, Organic Search Options, Registered States Information,
Commodity and Pest Use Rates, PHI, REI, and State Restricted Information, Worker Safety Information,
Hazmat Shipping, and Personal Protective Equipment Information

The Ag PhD Harvest Loss Calculator helps you determine how much of your crop you are leaving in the
field after harvest. Simply select your crop and input the number of seeds/kernels you count on the
ground in a square foot. The app returns a harvest loss calculation in both bushels per acre and pounds
per acre.
The Ag PhD Fertilizer Removal by Crop application is a great reference for you as you plan fertilizer
applications on your farm. Simply select your crop and the desired yield for that crop, and you will be
given the amount of vital crop nutrients that your desired yield will need. Results can be saved within the
app and e-mailed to yourself or your agronomist for later reference.
MySci Pubs get the best knowledge in the agronomy, crop, and soil sciences. Search thousands of peerreviewed journal articles. Access full text right on your device. American Society of Agronomy, Crop
Science Society of America, and Soil Science Society of America.

Vector Sprays. From USDA, provides users with a quick, easily searchable interface that returns droplet
size data for the specified operational setup. The database is structured such that users are requested to
select specific operational parameters which include: Company Name (of the spray system used), Spray
System (model number), Solution Type(carrier solution used), Additive/Insecticide

SMM Wildflowers By Tony Valois, this App offers both novice and advanced wildflower enthusiasts the
opportunity to identify common and rare plants while exploring remote areas of the Santa Monica
Mountains. Visitors can chose several basic flower characteristics on the App’s interface like color, size
and shape.

The Ag PhD Planting Population Calculator aids you in determining planting population and stand counts
for the crops on your farm.

The Ag PhD Field Guide helps you to identify problem pests out in your field. You can browse weeds and
insects by name and view photos and read control recommendations. The Ag PhD Field Guide also gives
you the most up-to-date agronomy information through the FMC HatchTrak newsletter and the Ag PhD
University.

AGRIplot allows you to plot any area on a map. Simply walk around your property and add a landmark
point, or drag and drop pins anywhere on the map. AGRIplot will automatically calculate the area
enclosed by the points and provide the distances between each point. Interest points allow you to
identify additional features for your plot. You can even take pictures associated with each landmark or
interest point for a visual representation.
CVP Vet the most complete and concise reference available.
Features over 2,300 pharmaceutical, biological, feed medication and parasiticide product monographs.
Over 130 manufacturers/distributors and their contact information.
Product Use and Product Category Index.
Species specific charts including Anthelmintics/Parasiticides, Biologicals, and Withdrawal Times.
This application requires an Internet connection.
Barchart Stocks, Futures and Forex is the most complete financial app currently available, featuring free
real-time stock prices. Track stocks, futures, forex markets, ETFs & indices. In-depth coverage on all
symbols (including charts, technicals, fundamentals, opinions) is available at your fingertips on our
advanced multiple watchlists, making it easy for investors and market followers to track and watch the
markets.
Remember The Milk (RTM) for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad connects with the popular online service of
the same name. With millions of users worldwide, Remember The Milk is everywhere you are: from
mobile to the web to apps including Outlook, iCal, Gmail, Google Calendar, Twitter, and more. Take
your to-do list anywhere with this feature-packed app; never forget the milk (or anything else) again.

AGCOMMAND App allows you to monitor your operation from anywhere, anytime. AGCOMMAND App
provides you with a friendly way to manage your vehicles right from your iPhone/iPad. Monitoring your
vehicles is now even easier and faster than before!

Ag Weed ID is an in-hand tool to help producers identify weeds during scouting in 6 major row crops
(corn, cotton, rice, sorghum, soybeans, and wheat), from the experts at Penton Farm Progress Group.
Our database includes information and images for about 75 of the most common weeds, and enables
you to narrow your search by crop, season, and location so that you can compare weeds that might be
relevant to you right now.

TankCalc US. By Syngenta Agro AG, is a unique tool for easy and efficient calculation of filling plans for
spraying. It saves time and ensures high accuracy in the tank mixing based on area, tank size, product,
dosage and driving speed. The application uses the United States customary system of measurement.
The TankCalc has features like: Filling plan with the amount of products, water and number of tanks,
summary with the total consumption of products and water, recommendation for choice of ISO
nozzles, special features minimizes filling - and driving time.
Corn N Rate Calculator - This app is designed to assist producers in selecting a Nitrogen (N) rate that
improves profitability when N and corn prices fluctuate. Maximum return to N (MRTN) is the N rate
that will be most profitable for a particular N:Corn price ratio.

The Variety Selector Tool from Bayer CropScience helps you find the right variety for your field and
calculate all of your cottonseed needs in a single application. Great for growers, seed dealers,
consultants and agronomists, the Variety Selector Tool lets you:
• Compare and evaluate seed varieties • Choose the right variety for your fields
• View variety images and growing videos • Input the seeding rate for each variety
• Calculate acres per bag • Determine total bag/box needs
The Farm Progress Growing Degree Days application measures the maturity of your crop by viewing
current and past growing degree days data for your farm’s location. Growing degree days (GDD) are a
measure of heat accumulation used in agriculture to predict the date that crops will reach maturity.

N Price Calculator. This app allows you to compare the price of various forms of nitrogen fertilizer
products in terms of their price per pound of nitrogen. The app then lets you add the price to a list of
prices on a separate screen. In this manner, you build a price list to compare.

Documents To Go – Office Suite. Looking to access your Microsoft Office ® files at any time? All you
need is your favorite iOS device and Documents To Go to be constantly connected!

YieldCheck by Precision Planting Inc. provides growers with a simple way to calculate and store corn
yield estimates. Users can organize estimates based on client, farm, and field. Also see the location of
all of your estimates on a map with satellite imagery. Subsequently growers can use the field report
feature to see just how much of a difference one additional ear per acre can mean to their operation.

The DuPont TankMix Calculator Application allows you to easily calculate the amount of product you will need
to treat a specific field area, the amount of product you need to apply to a specific tank size, the amount of
water you'll need to treat a specific field area or the amount of product you need to get the desired Volume to
Volume ratio.
Feed Cost Calculator allows livestock producers to compare two available feedstuffs based on their relative
cost per pound of protein and energy delivered.

Units is a really useful app that lets you easily convert from various units into lots of others.
Units can convert hundreds of units from 43 different categories including Speed, Time, Length, Volume, Area,
Power, Temperature, Fuel Consumption, Clothing & Shoe Sizes and loads more!

Flashlight. From John Haney Software, Flashlight uses the LED light on iPhone 4 and fills your screen with bright
white light to illuminate your world when you find yourself in a dark spot or concert. Includes fully
customizable special effects including: Magnifying Lens, Fireworks, Strobe Light, Trippy, S.O.S., Yin-Yang,
Halloween, Candy Hearts, Holiday Lights, Photos, and more!
SpraySelect. By TeeJet Technologies, this App allows you to quickly and easily choose the proper tip or nozzle
for your application. Just enter speed, spacing and your target rate, Select your drop size category and you have
a list of tips that will work for your application. The right nozzle is just a few seconds away.

Nutrient Removal - is an app that allows you to quickly see the nutrient removal by crop types.

Mix Tank from Precision Laboratories, is designed to assist agricultural applicators with the proper tank mixing
sequence of crop protection products. Mix Tank also captures product use rates and application information
with Mix Sheets and conveniently maintains accurate Spray Logs for easy record keeping.

Tank Mix Calculator is an easy to use farm app from TapLogic. TapLogic develops the powerful FarmLogic
decision making tool for the farm. FarmLogic allows you to enter and store records as you work in the field
using our FarmPAD rugged handheld computer or enter your work through the web component of FarmLogic.
Either way, our system works like you farm, so using it will come naturally.
ThermalAid app is a decision-making tool for users to identify, monitor, and reduce heat stress in cattle to
improve welfare and performance. In addition, it can be used as an educational device to increase student
interest in climate and the environment.

Spray Guide from Plant Health Technologies, is designed to assist agricultural applicators, crop
advisers and growers with the proper tank mixing sequence of crop protection products. Spray Guide
also captures product use rates and application information and conveniently maintains
comprehensive, accurate Spray Logs for easy record keeping.

Calibrate this app was created to aid in the proper calibration of spraying equipment. Simply select
the type of sprayer you want to calibrate (Broadcast or Banded), insert values in each input box, select
what you want the app to calculate (Volume/Area or Catch/Nozzle), and tap 'Calculate'. Each input's
units can be customized by tapping the units.
Water Cost. Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service, calculates cost per acre and acre-inch of irrigation
applied by entering fuel meter readings, hours of operation, gallons per minute, acres covered and
cost of fuel per meter unit. Additionally, it calculates the acre-inches applied per acre.

Water-Calc. Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service, Water Calc assists irrigators in the High Plains
Underground Water Conservation District calculate their water use based on the alternative method
established by the district. By entering beginning and ending fuel meter readings, the fuel type and
county, a producer can calculate the acre inches applied for annual reporting purposes.

Crop Cost. Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service, designed to help agricultural producers calculate
their cost of production per crop unit to assist them in executing a successful marketing plan. The
application is set up to calculate the variable and total cost of production per unit for cotton, corn,
sorghum, peanuts and wheat.

BASF Weed ID is based on the acclaimed Encyclopedia of Arable Weeds and developed in association
with ADAS, the BASF Weed ID App aims to provide an easy to use reference guide to the major broadleaved weeds and grass-weeds in the UK supporting weed identification of 140 species.

N Price Calculator is an app that allows you to compare the price of various forms of nitrogen fertilizer
products in terms of their price per pound of nitrogen.

agSeedSelect Armed with powerful searching tools, agSeedSelect makes it easy for you to find the
right seed for your field. Create, store, email and print a seed guide tailored specifically for your
geography and crops. You no longer need to search through hundreds of pages of products. Let
agSeedSelect help you find the right products for your farm.

